Delivering Exceptional Lighting

Our love of lighting, the design process and the ability to transform spaces is central to
everything we do.
Our services include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lighting product specification and supply.
Fast track lighting design service.
Bespoke lighting products and custom LED solutions.
Lighting controls, specification and supply.
Retrofit lighting solutions for your commercial property.
Lighting upgrades with a personal consultation in your home.

With our in-depth knowledge of the lighting market we share an unparalleled level of
combined experience with you. From in-house technical expertise, a commitment to
discovering new products and cutting-edge test facilities: we ensure optimum results.
Our value surpasses that of lighting as a product - lighting is for people.
Our commitment to you includes:
Project Management: We provide a dedicated Sales Administrator providing you with a
single point of contact to assist you through to completion.
Site Assistance: Your project will be supported by our in-house technical team who are
experienced in resolving on-site queries.
Assembly and Testing: Our lighting technicians can assemble and customise products
and we’ll fabricate linear profiles to required lengths. We search out products from all
over the world, test them extensively and review regularly to ensure quality, design and
value are optimised. All products are tested for compatibility with leading controls
manufacturers.
Packing and Delivery Schedule: You’ll receive a full schedule of product lead times, and
we’ll develop a firm delivery schedule with you. Products are delivered to site
when required and packaged by room saving time on site.
Commissioning and Styling: Carry out the styling of the lighting by aiming and focusing
the installed luminaires. Install optical accessories (lenses, filters, baffles and louvers),
in order to optimise the intended lit effect.
Aftercare and Warranty: The full manufacturers’ warranty on all items will be extended
to you along with a Project Manual detailing full specification of all products supplied.
We look forward to supporting you after your project has completed.
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